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Our Master, Our Brother:
Levi-Strauss's Debt to Rousseau
T. M. Luhrmann
Universityof California,San Diego

The fiery romanticssaw Rousseau as their patron.The stolid Kant, as Cassirerhas noted, knew him for his own (1945:13). Levi-Straussclaims him intellectually throughKant, but it is as solitary dreamersthat he sees their souls in
common. Rousseauis the only philosopherwhom Levi-Strausseulogizes, the one
he calls "the founderof the sciences of man" (1976:33). Contradictory,far-ranging, passionatein his beliefs but abstractin his insights, Rousseauwas a complex,
conflictedthinker,rejectedby his contemporariesandoften misunderstoodby his
successors. Levi-Strausslives more consciously in chosen exile, an anthropologist self-condemned to walk the boundariesbetween his different worlds. In
Rousseau'swork he sees a theoreticalfoundationupon which to build an epistemology andwith this frameworkdeclaresan anthropologistthe only thinkerqualified to understandthe culturalblindersthat humanswear. But it is the passion,
the solitude, the lonely mysticism in Rousseau that Levi-Strauss most deeply
cherishesand which provide his moralthrust.
Levi-Straussseems at firstto arguethathis debt to Rousseauis analytic, that
it arisesfrom Rousseau's philosophicalcharacterizationof humannatureand society. He asserts, for instance, thatin the SecondDiscourse Rousseauarticulated
the core concernin at least Levi-Strauss'svision of 20th-centuryanthropology.
treatisein French
[TheSecondDiscourse]is withoutdoubtthe firstanthropological
Inalmostmodernterms,Rousseauposesthecentralproblemof anthropolliterature.
ogy, viz, thepassagefromnatureto culture.[1963:99]
It is remarkablein early 20th-centuryFrance that an intellectual should choose
Rousseauratherthan Marx as muse. Doubtless Levi-Straussdoes so in part to
rebel, but also in partbecause the style and tenor of his thoughtsharemuch with
Rousseau's. Yet he shares more, and less, than he overtly seems to admit. This
essay will present first the Rousseauian argumentabout nature and culture to
which Levi-Strausspaid such heed, and then Levi-Strauss'ssimilarly structured
claims. Then it will turnto Levi-Strauss'sfailure to use the Rousseauianframework in a Rousseauianway, and discuss the way he does use it-to argue for a
uniqueanthropologicalepistemology. Levi-Strauss'smost powerfulaffinitywith
Rousseau is however spiritualand emotional, and the last section of the essay
elaboratesthis theme.
396
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Rousseau's Argument
The Second Discourse, arguablythe most intellectuallypowerful of Rousseau's works, seeks to explain the origins and foundationsof humaninequality.
Its power stems fromthe brillianceof its analyticmethod, which distinguishesthe
humanbeing within society from the one raised without. Naturalman in the SecondDiscourse is a hypotheticalconstruct.ElsewhereRousseauseems ambivalent
aboutthe reality of his naturalman, writing as if there were, somewhere, a visitabletribeof noble savages. The Second Discourse however is fairly clear in its
goals: to describethe natureof this hypotheticalnaturalman in orderto comprehendthe variety, and hence malleability, of extant society. As the preface states,
the goal is
To separatewhatis originalfromwhatis artificialin thepresentstateof man,andto
knowcorrectlya statewhichno longerexists, whichprobablyneverwill exist, and
aboutwhichit is nevertheless
necessaryto haveprecisenotionsin orderto judgeour
presentstatecorrectly.[1964:92-93]
Yeats's metaphorwould be the search to tell the dancer from the dance. Rousseau's firstsimile comparesthe difficultyof comprehendingwhat humanlife outside society would be to the difficulty of visualizing the original form of a distorted,weatheredstatue.
Likethefigureof Glaucus,whichtime,seaandstormhadso disfigured
thatit looked
less like a god than a wild beast, the human soul . . . has, so to speak, changed its

to thepointof beingnearlyunrecognizable.
[1964:91]
appearance

The point of the Second Discourse is to describewhat such an "original" human
soul would look like; why it would choose to entersociety-although this is really
a secondaryconcern, since the humansRousseau knew were social animals;and
the way it changes in society. Again, the empiricalvalidity of this historicalaccount is irrelevant;Rousseaupresentsit only to arguefor a certainview of a very
real social inequality. "The researcheswhich can be undertakenconcerningthis
subjectmust not be taken for historicaltruths,but only for hypotheticaland conditionalreasoningsbettersuited to clarify the natureof things than to show their
trueorigin" (1964:103). And althoughparts of the historical account are somewhat fuzzy, that account should be spelled out to clarify its appeal for LeviStrauss.
Still in the preface, Rousseau essentially defines the naturalhumanby asserting that human beings have two qualities which do not depend on reason
(which he will define as a social product). These two principles or qualities he
calls self-preservationand compassion. The formerhad been a commonplaceof
political thoughtat least since Hobbes. The latter Rousseau declared "a natural
repugnanceto see any sensitive being perish or suffer, particularlyour fellow
men" (1964:95). This second principle is quite important.Humanbeings in the
presocialstateof natureare not self-aware;they do not think aboutthemselves as
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objectsamongobjects, but ratheras a whole with the world. A humanin the state
of natureis a child-wordless, timeless, without self-knowledge or history. She
has no wants beyond food, shelter, and sex, and she satisfiesthem withoutties or
bonds as the animalsof the forest satisfy their needs. Otherhumansshe sees as
herself. Their cries are her cries, their wounds are her wounds, but she is not
boundto them, nor does she rememberwho they are when they have wandered
fromher sight.
The naturalhumanis also strong. There are comparativelyfew illnessesRousseau seems to have believed that Enlightenmentdoctors did their patients
more harmthan good-and few naturalpredators,for the body is powerful and
agile. Food is plentifuland desires few. Naturalhumansare happybecause they
are naturallygood, though unawareof the concept of good-Rousseau's fantasy
of the primevalhumandiffers profoundlyfrom Hobbes's-and because they are
sheltered,as of yet, from the demandsthat reason and passion will place upon
them. They seek to preservethemselves, they identify with all aroundthem, and
they are content.
Why should the humanbotherto become social? Rousseau is hazy on this
pointbut he introducesanotherprincipleor qualitythatdistinguisheshumanfrom
animal.This is the faculty of self-perfection,which is essentially the drive to improve one's life. Animals remainmuch the same at the end of a thousandyears
as at the beginning of it, whereas humanschange enormouslybecause they are
willing always to change in the directionof whatthey perceive to be improvement
(1964:114-115).
Rousseaubrings his happy, equable savages into society essentially by accident, and enables them to remainthere because they become physically better
off. The Edenic grove contains occasional danger and continual environmental
challenge. To catch fish, humans learn to make fishhooks; from volcanoes or
lightning,they gatherfire to keep them warm. Eventuallythis continualcreation
of tools and protectivetechniquesencouragesrudimentaryreasoning, the awareness of a connectionbetween two actions. With this new skill of reason humans
beginto recognizethatin some conditions-for example, huntinglargeanimalshumansshare a common interestin bandingtogetherfor their mutualgood. The
morethatcommon interestis recognized, the more self-awarehumansgrow, the
moretheirreasoningprocessesimprove. Soon they rapidlybegin to specialize and
allocateresponsibilities.And their firmbodies turnto flab.
The real problem is that when humans become aware of themselves they
develop the capacityto possess, to use the environmentto asserttheir selfhood.
Thefirstpersonwho, havingfencedoff a plotof land,tookit intohis headto say,
thisis mine,andfoundpeoplesimpleenoughto believehim,wasthetruefounderof
civil society. [1964:141; emphasis in original]

Through possessions, people differentiate themselves; through possessing each
other, they develop jealousy and the passions (1964:148-149). People begin to
understand themselves only in relation to objects and to the people around them.
From this follows corruption.
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Each one began to look at the others and to want to be looked at himself, and public
esteem had a value. . . . Fromthese firstpreferenceswere bornon the one handvanity andcontempt,on the other shame and envy; and the fermentationcaused by these
new leavens eventually produced compounds fatal to happiness and innocence.
[1964:149]
From social self-awareness stems the destruction of the state of nature.
Rousseau is making a claim far more profound than that envy and vanity are
bad feelings which corrupt. He is claiming that the socialized human being has
fundamentally altered his very way of thought, that he thinks through objects and
through others rather than in himself.
The savage lives within himself; the social man, always outside of himself, knows
only how to live in the opinion of others;and it is, so to speak, from theirjudgement
alone thathe drawsthe sentimentof his own existence. [ 1964:179]
Humans no longer identify with each other; they see themselves as distinctive but
defined through their relationships with others. The impulses of humans in the
state of nature remain, but they are much muted.
His fellow man can be murderedwith impunityright underhis window; he only has
to put his hands over his ears and argue with himself a bit to preventnature, which
revolts within him, from identifying him with the man who is being assassinated.
[1964:132]
In a state of nature, any human being would identify with the dying man; he has
no capacity even to conceive of himself as distinct from his fellows. Humans in
society see themselves as distinct from the people around them; their whole mode
of thinking is to elaborate and manipulate that difference. They can deny the compassionate identification with another in pain.
Reason in the Second Discourse is for the most part a linguistic phenomenon,
and for much of the essay Rousseau describes language-albeit in a loose, metaphorical sense-as the primary mechanism that alters the very thought of socialized humans, and enables them to conceive of themselves as different from
each other.2 Rousseau gives an elaborate account of the emergence of languages,
from cries and grunts laden with affective meaning, to individual objects named
each with their own names, to generalizing, abstract words that refer to classes of
objects and relations between things. Language becomes riddled with words that
have meaning only in a social context--"power,"
"prestige," "reputation"and these are the words that define the individual. In society, humans name themselves, and by naming themselves differentiate them from their fellows. They
come to understand themselves as having value only through the gradations of
unequal difference that set them uniquely apart.

Levi-Strauss
Most anthropologistsare familiar with the main thrustof Levi-Straussian
analysis;however, it is worth depicting briefly here to indicate the natureof the
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debt Levi-Straussdescribes. Levi-Straussplaces more direct weight upon language thandoes Rousseau, but attributeshis understandingto the earlierthinker.
He too constructsa state-of-naturehuman-although his humanis somewhatless
hypothetical-and also for him, the challenge is to explain how this presocialhuman is socialized, and the way in which that alters her. As for Rousseau, the
presocialhumanis transformedin society througha process that alters the very
form and mode of her thought, and for Levi-Straussthe best way to describethis
process is to identify it throughlanguage.3To him "the process of language reproduces, in its way and on its plane, the process of humanity" (1976:38). He
claims to have learnedthis lesson from Rousseau (1976:38).
Scholarscommonly describe Rousseau's state-of-naturehumanas a child.4
Levi-Strauss'sis explicitly a child, but a child prior to at least self-conscious
thoughtandto the beliefs, attitudes,and styles thatwe call cultural.Unlike Rousseau, L6vi-Strausshas a fairly specific genetic epistemology. The child is not entirelymentallyformlessand thoughtless;andall thoughtoperatesthroughthe process of using categories and thus making distinctions. However, the child does
not think with clear-cut categories and, in particular,with definite ideas about
herself in relation to other people. These clear categorizations emerge only
throughthe process of being a human-in-society.
Eachtypeof socialorganization
representsa choice, whichthe groupimposesand
In comparison
withadultthought,whichhaschosenandrejectedas the
perpetuates.
of
thecrystallizations
grouphasrequired,thechild'sthoughtis a sortof substratum,
whichhavenotyet occurred.[1969:93]
It is as if Levi-Straussconceives of a fine net of interconnectedcategories and
distinctionsthatfiltersthe action of an amorphousindividualmind, and thus with
a collective net controlsthe patternsin which an individual'sthoughtcould move.
The main thrustof Levi-Straussianepistemology is to assert that thought
takes place in categories and that categories and distinctionsdistort the "true"
natureof the object of thought.He does not particularlycare aboutthe contentof
the categories themselves: what bothers him is that the process of thinking demandsmakingdistinctions, and distinctionsdistort. We see an object with a flat
surfaceand four legs; we call it a table. The use of the word "table" to identify
the objectlimits its use and distortsits essence: the object becomes definedas not
a chair, not a stool, not a stepladder.In all but one case, he says-when thought
takes itself as an object-objects do not exist in themselves for language-using
humans,but only in relationto other objects. Ricoeur calls Levi-Straussianphilosophy Kantism without a transcendentalsubject, a description which LeviStraussapplauds(Levi-Strauss1975:11). It is an apt phrase, for like Kant L6viStraussasserts that the world is seen throughprestructuringspectacles. Nothing
is seen as it is, butonly as it is conceptuallyconstructedin relationto otherobjects
againstwhich its name contrastsit. And thoughtdependsupon languageand thus
upon the particularcategories that a particularculturesingles out. This perspective certainlyshadows Rousseau's conceptionof the socially createdself-awareness that arises from the individual's awarenessof his difference from other in-
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dividuals. However, Levi-Straussuses his argumentto move towarda goal quite
differentfrom Rousseau's.
Rousseau's Use of His Argument
Rousseau's analysis of the transformationof the naturalhumanenabledhim
to make the political argumentfor which he is most widely known, and about
which he probablycaredmost deeply.5 If society radicallytransformshumannature, then the natureof the social animal depends utterlyupon the natureof the
society into which she is born. "I had come to see that everythingwas radically
connectedwith politics, and that, however one proceeded, no people would be
otherthanthe natureof its governmentmade it" (Rousseaun.d.:417). The social
interactionthat produceslanguagecreates also the networkof rights and responsibilities which createpolitical expectations;because it createspropertyit creates
the inequalitywhich is the topic of the Second Discourse, and the oppression,
degradation,and poverty that Rousseau decrys as the consequence of his own
social world. In 18th-centuryFrenchsociety "we have only a deceitful and frivolous exterior, honorwithout virtue, reason without wisdom, and pleasurewithout happiness" (1964:180).
Despite his despairat his own society Rousseau is a political optimist. The
Social Contractaims to determine"any legitimateand sane form of government,
takingmen as they areandlaws as they mightbe" (1968:49). Law createsmorals,
customs, and belief-social products, although we think them so natural-and
these create the participantsin the social whole (1968:99-100). The legitimate
andeffective society is thatin which laws are chosenjustly. Rousseauarguesthat
if lawgivers and lawfollowers together create and accept laws that promote the
commongood of all, then their society is morallyjust. 'The social part, far from
destroyingnaturalequality, substitutes,on the contrary,a moralandlawful equality for whateverphysical inequality that nature may have imposed upon mankind" (1968:68).
Under these conditions humans are actually better off in society than in a
stateof nature.Rousseauintroducesone example of this betterstatein the Second
Discourse, when self-conscious notions of morality-absent in a stateof naturehave been introducedinto the social world, and humans follow their laws willingly out of wisdom. That social world exists before the lust for propertyand
superiorityhave inducedthe corruptionof society andcreatedprofoundinequality
(1964:150-151). Society as Rousseau knew it corrupts;but socializationhas the
potentialto createhumanswho achieve far greatermoralheights thanin the state
of nature.And for Rousseau, true freedom arises in a legitimately governed society, whereno individualsuffersundulyfor the benefitof others, but where each
life gains throughthe acceptanceof constraints.Emile must be educatedoutside
18th-centuryFrenchsociety, but the purposeof doing so is not to turnhim into a
noble savage but into a civilian.6
Levi-Strauss's Use of the Argument
Levi-Strausswrites at times as if he were seeking a Rousseauianpolitical
solutionto the ills thatplague humanity.For instance:
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By bringingout the characteristicscommon to the majorityof humansocieties [anthropologicalcomparison]helps us to postulatea type of which no society is a faithful
realization,but which indicates the directionthat the investigationought to follow.
[1974:445]
He continues the discussion to argue that anthropology ought to provide us with
a vantage point from which we can properly analyze and perhaps reform our social
construct. This is Rousseau's goal, and Levi-Strauss quotes it twice within his
own "confessions": the search for a state which "no longer exists, which perhaps
has never existed, but of which it is nevertheless essential to have a sound conception" in order to judge ourselves (1974:357, 447). But while Rousseau actively constructed a political ideal and an educational program, Levi-Strauss retreats. He writes, admittedly, in a different political world than that of prerevolutionary France. He is strikingly apolitical nonetheless.
To achieve his stated political aims, L6vi-Strauss should produce an elaborate model of social relations that we could use pragmatically to rebuild our lives.
When he found the Nambikwara he was supposedly searching for a representative
of Rousseau's state of nature. He found and recognized his simple society. But,
he claimed, it had no constitutive political structure.
I had been looking for a society reducedto its simplest expression. Thatof the Nambikwarawas so trulysimple thatall I could find in it was humanbeings. [1974:358]
And with this he abandons his search.
The explanation for abandoning the search is unconvincing. The nomadic
nature of the Nambikwara made their division into groups nomadically essential.
But, says Levi-Strauss, the choice to lead a group is individual and inborn. It is a
personal decision, not an imposition by the group.
In the initial communitythere are men who are recognized as leaders:it is they who
form the nucleus aroundwhich the groups assemble. . . . Political power does not
appearto result from the needs of the community;it is the groupratherwhich owes
its form, size and even origin to the potentialchief who was therebefore it came into
being. [1974:347]
The crucial impulse for centralized power comes from individuals, not from the
collective order that they create.7 The only constitutive elements of government
are the governed individuals. And Ldvi-Strauss is not compelled to explore the
social construction of the personality or the group dynamics that create a personal
drive for power. He does not provide an abstract skeleton on the order of his model
of the constitutive properties of thought. But the problem seems one of inclination, rather than inherent difficulty. Ultimately, governmental institutions are interesting to Levi-Strauss only as they reflect the social whole, the "totality" of
organizationally connected social action that forms the anthropological subject
(1967:362). He is not interested in government itself, or even in the psychological
material of the individuals who create it. L6vi-Strauss does, however, use the
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argument about the transformation of nature into culture in order to describe an
anthropological epistemology. Levi-Strauss remarks that Rousseau radically violated Western philosophy. Cartesian philosophy sought certainty and declared
that at the limits of skepticism one cannot doubt the doubting: from the self-"I
think"-one establishes that the external world (which includes the self) exists.
from cognitive self-conto L6vi-Strauss-discovered
Rousseau-according
sciousness not so much that there was an external world, but that society alters
our perception of it.
Descartes believes that he proceeds directly from a man's interiority to the
exteriorization of the
world, without seeing that societies, civilization-in other words, worlds of menplace themselves between the two extremes. [1976:36]
One never sees the external world directly; one has no real certainty of its nature.
The one thing about which we can be certain is that self-awareness depends upon
a social whole.
To Levi-Strauss Rousseau "conceived, willed and announced this very ethnography which did not yet exist" (1976:34). Certainly the Second Discourse
contains anthropology-like exhortations:
The whole world is covered with nations of which we know only the names, yet we
dabblein judgingthe humanrace! Let us supposea Montesquieu,a Buffon, a Diderot,
a d'Alembert, a Condillac, or men of that stamp travelling in order to inform their
compatriotsby observing and describing . . . we ourselves would see a new world
come from theirpens, and we would thus come to learnour own. [ 1964:212-213]
Yet Levi-Strauss has something more specific in mind that the mere reportage of
difference.
The implications of Rousseau's anti-Cartesian philosophy (according to
Levi-Strauss) is that the truly knowable and objective fact about the world is that
thought takes place in categories. What truly excites Levi-Strauss is the use of the
anthropological process to discover and to specify these categories.
The methodologicalrules which [the anthropologist]will have to evoke in order to
translatethese systems in termsof his own system, andvice versa, will reveal a pattern
of basic and universallaws; this is a supremeform of mental gymnastics, in which
the exercise of thought,carriedto its objective limits . . . exercises every muscle and
every joint of the skeleton, thus revealing a general patternof anatomicalstructure.
[1975:11]
We think in categories, and the very fact that we are ethnocentric, that we are
caught within them, reveals their reality. Levi-Strauss writes and practices as if
we are able to grasp the alien thought of another culture; this belief is essential to
the anthropologist's trade. But in the last instance, it does not matter whether the
thoughts of the Bororo take place in his mind or his thought or in theirs, because
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the only fact that is trulyknowable, and the only truththat really matters,is that
both are couched in categories.
Anthropologists-from this perspective-best recognize this sharedconstitutive structureprecisely because they cannot fully comprehendtheir fellows. If
Westernerssee the world throughrosy lenses and the Bororo see theirs through
blue, the world is tinted purpleto the anthropologist.His own mixed perception
is his most importantdata. In Levi-Straussiananthropologyknowledge takes itself as its own object;it is, again, "Kantism," because it seeks to understandthe
limitationsof our thought. No anthropologistcan be sure of the content of his
thought;his split between noumenaand phenomena,externalreality and reality
perceived, is as real in his own world as in his perceptionof his native's experience. He can no more understandthe native appreciationof a myth than he can
view his desktop without his spatial perceptions. But in his frustrationwith the
contentof the mythhe can at least appreciateits familiarform, thatthe myth itself
has an internal structure.The anthropologist'sself-reflexive subjectivity-his
treatmentof thoughtas a "thing among things"-allows him to see that thought
itself has structure.To Levi-Straussanthropologyhas a deeper epistemological
reality than the naturalsciences, because while the sciences build models of an
unknowablereality anthropologistsbuild models of themselves. An atom is postulatedreality;a category, regardlessof its content, is a fact. The message is determinedlyarguedthroughouthis corpus, but perhapsmost powerfully stated in
the "Overture" to The Raw and the Cooked, his philosophical account of his
methods and aims. And again, he attributesthis philosophical methodology to
Rousseau(see Levi-Strauss1976:33-43).
Classificationis the essence of society. Levi-Strauss in fact searches for
wider similarities in the content of the distinctions humans make within their
worlds;Mythologiquesis one productof this quest, an attemptto display the subtle similaritieswithin a huge mythologicalcorpus. But despite the attempt,in the
end the tensionbetweenbeing caughtwithinour categoriesand strivingto see the
worldin termsof othersis relieved, for him, with the belief thatthe only important
claim is thatthe categories, as structuringform, exist. How can we comprehend
another'sculture, when we are caught within the conceptual categories of our
own? How may we reconcile values and objectivity?The Levi-Straussiananswer
is thatwe cannot, and thatthe anthropologistshouldnot try. Herjob is thatof the
philosopher:to understandhow we think, ratherthan what we should.
Elective Affinities
And yet Levi-Straussis not wholly a rationalist.The moral thrustof LeviStrauss'santhropologyandthe political solutionto the tensionbetweenvalues and
objectivityis towardan almost mystical reunionof the individualand the world
aroundher. And ultimately, Levi-Strauss'ssympathyfor Rousseau is spiritual,
not analytic.In 1962 he delivereda speech honoringRousseauin which he spelled
out his analyticdebt to Rousseau;this was the periodduringwhich TheRaw and
the Cooked(1975) was gestating.8At a Geneva conferenceLevi-Strauss'stribute
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to Rousseau was unusually poetic and emotionally charged. The script crescendos
to its climax:
And if we give these [works] a special place among the great productionsof human
genius, it is because their author not only discovered, with identification,the real
principleof the humansciences and the only possible basis for ethics. It is because he
also restoredfor us its ardour,burningfor the last two centuries and forever in this
crucible, a crucibleunitingbeings whom the interestsof politiciansand philosophers
are everywhereelse bent on renderingincompatible:me and the other, my societies
and other societies, natureand culture, the sensitive and the rational, humanityand
life. [1976:43]
The paragraph reveals that identification-the compassion of Rousseau's natural
man-is morally and epistemologically central to Levi-Strauss. Identification
forms the "real principle" of the human sciences for through it, as anthropologists, we reveal the classifying bonds that chain us. But morally, the point is to
dissolve them, by identifying with others to lose our selfhood. By so doing we
escape the otherwise dangerous and life-destroying course of contemporary society and return to the primitive union with a presocial world.
"I is another" to Levi-Strauss in two quite different senses. On the one hand,
our language, thought, and our very concept of selfhood are formed by the categories imposed by society. To understand man one must disregard individuality
to discover what one shares with men. This is the epistemology that in his tribute
he credits to Rousseau.
To gain acceptanceof oneself in others(the goal assignedto humanknowledgeby the
ethnologist)one mustfirstdeny the self in oneself. To Rousseauwe owe the discovery
of this principle, the only one on which to base the sciences of man. [1976:36]
On the other hand, more profoundly, "I is another" describes an injunction to
lose the conceptual shackles that bind us, and to regain through compassion that
primitive identification with one's fellow human being. This is what the paragraph
of his tribute also credits to Rousseau; and from its placement and its eloquence,
it seems more deeply felt.
Levi-Strauss's work is replete with elaborate epistemological argument, the
description of the classificatory foundation of universal human thought. But his
most personal work, Tristes Tropiques (1974), his "confessions," presents this
other, almost mystic, side of his tribute to Rousseau. In Tristes Tropiques LeviStrauss asserts that knowledge destroys the subject of its study. To be known is
to be categorized, and every category distorts its content. Meaning is created by
demarcating an undifferentiated environment, by naming, defining, classifying.
To know the object is to transform it for oneself.
Every effort to understanddestroys the object studied in favor of anotherobject of a
differentnature;this second object requiresfrom us a new effort which destroys it in
favor of a third, and so on and so forth until we reach the one lasting presence, the
point at which the distinction between meaning and the absence of meaning disappears:the same point from which we began. [1974:469]
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to itThought separates person from object because its categories-essential
intervene
we
to
can
of
the
of
"mutual
exclusiveness
continually
split them;
speak
and
in
moment
the
before
before
being
knowledge" (1974:470). Only
thought,
consciousness arises, does the category and hence the meaning disappear.
From this perspective the self is yet another false creation that splits the individual from his being. The concept of a self arises in the need to demarcate
ourselves from others: we cannot control the mother, she has her own volition.
The consciousness of a selfhood denies an identification with others. "The self is
not only hateful: there is no place for it between us and nothing" (1974:473; emphasis in original). It is a cruel paradox, for to recognize the problem, to articulate
one's selfhood, is to thicken the cloud of knowing that knowledge builds around
us all.
Thus, thought separates humans from each other; human history and knowledge separate us from our past. With the accumulation of history, people find it
easier to deny their origins, for those origins become as alien to them as the exotic
societies with which they are contemporary. To regain their being people must
strip away these rusty layers of their armor.
As he moves about within his mental and historicalframework,man takes with him
all the positionshe has alreadyoccupied, and all those he will occupy . .. [we] grant
a meaningto the nearestand . . . deny any to those furthestaway; whereasthe truth
lies in a progressive dilating of meaning, but in a reverse order, up to the point at
which it explodes. [1974:471]
The logical structures of all societies are equally complex-the polemical burden
carried by The Savage Mind. But only moder societies internalize their history,
so that it intervenes in experience to block them from themselves. Oppressed by
its own civilization Europe suffocates,
like some aging animal whose thickening hide has formed an imperishablecrust
aroundits body and, by no longer allowing the skin to breathe,is hasteningthe aging
process. [1974:382]
Moder society stumbles under the weight of its own history and is dying under
the mass of its own intellectual sophistication. This is not the account one expects
from a philosopher of the universal structure of human thought. But it is argued
with passion.
Rejected and despised by society, Rousseau retreated from Paris on long and
solitary country walks. Returning from Menilmontant one evening he stepped into
the path of a charging dog, and so great was the impact that it was several hours
before he regained consciousness. The passage in Rousseau reads:
The first sensationwas a momentof delight. I was conscious of nothingelse. In this
instantI was being born again, and it seemed as if all I perceived was filled with my
frail existence. Entirelytaken up by the present, I could remembernothing;I had no
distinctnotion of myself as a person. [1979:43]
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Remarkably,tellingly, it is this passage which, in his tributeto Rousseau, LeviStrausscalls a "precious moment": it "gives us access to the very core of his
works" (1976:43). A moment of rebirth,before the returnof consciousness and
its weight of memories, of history-to Levi-Straussthis is the unattainablegoal
thatwould bringtruehappiness. Rousseaudescribes such happiness:"whenever
I recall this feeling I can find nothing to comparewith it in all the pleasuresthat
stir our lives" (1979:39).
Reveries of a Solitary Walker, in which this moment is recorded, is a re-

markabletext. Exiled from society, Rousseau recordsthe power of isolation and
the depth of the self in solitude. He writes of his great love of solitude, of the
resourcesof the self, and of the trueknowledge and happinessthat-forced on us
throughadversity-comes only fromwithin(1979:52). In theirhumanityhe loves
his fellow humans, but as individualshe finds them difficult: "thrown into the
whirlpoolof life while still a child, I learnedfrom early experiencethatI was not
made for this world" (1979:48). But in his forced renunciationof the world,
Whenmenlaterreducedme to a life of solitude,I foundthatin isolatingme to make
memiserable,theyhaddonemoreformyhappiness
thanI hadbeenableto do myself.
[1979:52]

The sweetestjoys and keenest pleasurescome from innerretreats.
This joy is the peace of nature, the solitude deep in the heartof the forest.
The quiet beautyof nature,her freedom from the "social passions and their dismal train" allows the lonely man to know a "feeling of existence unmixed with
any other emotion" (1979:134); in itself it is "a precious feeling of peace and
contentment"(1979:89). In the forest humansenses are possessed in "delightful
reverie."
Ina stateof blissfulself-abandonment
[a man]loseshimselfin the immensityof this
beautifulorder,withwhichhe feelshimselfatone. All individual
objectsescapehim;
he seesandfeels nothingbuttheunityof all things.[1979:108]
To lose one's self in reverie, and to live alone with nature,is to be at peace.
The subjectivitythat in Rousseau seems a passionatewhirl appearsin LeviStraussas a finely tunedscientificinstrument."Withouta doubtuniquein making
the most intimate subjectivity into a means of objective demonstration"
(1968:26), anthropologyfinds subjectivity its finest instrumentin an unknown
land. Only by attainingdistancefrom his society can the anthropologistinterpret
it. He thrustshimself into a groupsojoltingly differentfromhis own thathis oncepossessed identityis strippedaway. Yet althoughfrom his new vantagepoint he
can see his previous society, he has lost it as his home.
This is of course an epistemological lesson, an account of the power of the
anthropologist'stask. And yet in his most personal work Levi-Straussturnsthis
epistemologicalsubjectivityinto a spiritualresponse to modernisticdespair. He
laudsthe peculiarfreedomof the anthropologistastridetwo differentworlds, but
his own resolutionof the tension, andhis responseto whathe perceivesto be soul-
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destroying knowledge, is to retreat in solitude, and to lose the self by merging its
categories and collapsing its distinctions. That escape is:
The only privilege of which [man] can make himself worthy: that of arrestingthe
process, of controllingthe impulsewhich forces him to block up the cracksin the wall
one by one and complete his work at the same time as he shuts himself up in prison.
[1974:473]
The prison walls are created by the categories that divide the world from us. Only
by "unhitching," by removing oneself for a while from the escalating process,
can one restore some of one's lost humanity.
Tristes Tropiques is an intensely solitary book, an internal, abstract meditation on the 19th-century drama of the travel-stained explorer. It reads like philosophical reflections on a film in which the author is deeply absorbed but from
which he stands apart. Whether the heightened sense of isolation results from or
causes his professional choice is unimportant. Levi-Strauss would claim both; the
anthropologist "eventually comes to feel at home nowhere" (1974:47). Solitary
subjectivity is the center of his trade, and it is, perhaps, the subject of this book:
the experience of the sunset, of the glass of rum, of forest solitude. There are other
people in the book, but they are curiously decorative tokens in the landscape of
the self. They do little to dispell the sense of loneliness, or to thwart the sense of
absorption in individual experience.9
Levi-Strauss closes Tristes Tropiques with the plea to seek Rousseauian moments of the solitary contemplation of nature, where we can lose for a time our
selves and our selves' history in the moment of the enduring present:
In the contemplationof a mineralmore beautifulthan all our creations;in the scent
that can be smelt at the heartof a lily and is more imbued with learningthan all our
books;or in the briefglance, heavy with patience, serenityandmutualunderstanding,
one can sometimesexchange with a cat. [1974:474]
Merge, do not differentiate yourself. Be in the world rather than be knowledgeable of it. It seems odd advice to come from a self-proclaimed scientist. Yet he
presents it as a major teaching; and he presents it with greater eloquence and
power than he does his epistemology.
Levi-Strauss and Rousseau share more than this one affinity, powerful as it
is. Each is a musician and an amateur botanist, and to each these activities appeal
because they simultaneously characterize the humanmade play of categories, and
yet also subvert them. Levi-Strauss, a failed composer- "if I wasn't able to compose with sounds, perhaps I would be able to do it with meanings" (1978:54)presents music as an emotional "totality." And yet, like myth, it unfolds along
a story line. In fact it is because both are simultaneously sequential and encompassingly immediate that they have this power. Both myth and music are "instruments for the obliteration of time" (1975:16) and yet depend upon time, and upon
its defined distinctions to articulate its passing. The center of the elaborate analogy
between myth and music-the analogy creates the structure for Levi-Strauss's
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largest work-lies in this dualistic unity. "It can now be seen how music resembles myth, since the latter too overcomes the contradiction between historical,
enacted time and a permanent constant" (1975:16).
Rousseau was, in fact, a composer. His "Le Devin du Village," a light
comic opera, won him the offer of a royal pension, and he published a weighty
and sophisticated Dictionary of Music (1975). He wrote of music at times as he
wrote of nature:
I soon became so infatuatedwith the opera that, tired of chattering... I often stole
away from the companyin orderto find anotherseat, where ... I abandonedmyself
to the pleasureof enjoying it. [n.d.:322]
And upon awakening to music in progress:
What an awakening!what rapture!what ecstasy, when I opened, at the same time,
my eyes and ears! My first idea was to believe myself in Paradise. [n.d.:323]
In his essay on the origin of languages he compares music to language, and argues
that music must break with nature in order to move us. Music is created through
a system artificially created in society; yet its power is to remove one from society
and deliver one into passionate solitude.
For Rousseau botany, too, is made possible by artificially created human
constructs; and yet it, too, plunges one into a kind of mystic solitude. "Do not
suffer yourself to be terrified by the word, system" (1807:72). The essence of
botany lies in classification: "I look at [plants], observe them carefully, compare
them, and eventually learn to classify them" (1979:115). And yet botany also
leads the botanist to the peace of solitude. "Deep in the forest shades it seems to
me that I can live free" (1979:116). It is not only that nature enables solitudes,
but that, somehow, it makes that solitude rich. "The deeper the solitude that surrounds me, the greater the need I feel at such times for something to fill this vacuum . . . the earth makes up for this with the many objects which it produces
spontaneously" (1979:117). It is in nature and through nature that Rousseau had
his intense spiritual experiences.
Levi-Strauss clearly shares this love for solitary nature, and like Rousseau
he cherishes the "concentrated world" of the mountains (1974:383). But geology, even more than botany, forms the natural model for his thought. Levi-Strauss
loves geology because it embeds our human categories in the concrete.
When the miracle occurs, as it sometimes does; when, on one side and the other of
the hidden crack, there are suddenly to be found cheek by jowl two green plants of
differentspecies . . . and when at the same time two ammoniteswith unevenly intricate involutions can be glimpsed in the rock . . . suddenly space and time become
one . . . I feel myself to be steeped in a more dense intelligibility, within which centuriesand distance answereach other and speak at last with one and the same voice.
[1974:49]
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A "quest" that seems "the very image of knowledge" (1974:48), geology reveals the mastermeaningbeneaththe chaos of the landscape, in the collapse of
the time sequencewhich gives rise to minute, detaileddistinctions.And yet, like
myth and like music, the ultimatescience of time rests on time's irrelevance,on
the vision-"cheek by jowl"-of the ancient and the modern. For Levi-Strauss
as for Rousseauthe naturalworld displays and yet denies the classificatorycategories men create.
In the introductionto his Canadianradiobroadcasts-the 1977 Massey lectures-Levi-Strauss remarksthat "unfortunatelyI forget what I have writtenas
soon as it is finished." And, sympathetically,he adds, "there is probablygoing
to be some troubleaboutthat" (1978:3). He declareshimself to have no historical
concept of himself, no sense of a continuous state of being. "I never had, and
still do not have, the perceptionof feeling my personalidentity.I appearto myself
as the place where somethingis going on, but thereis no 'I,' no 'me' " (1978:34). A "self" dependsupon memory, upon its awarenessand possession of a history. He claims to have none. And yet, his own "confessions" concerna self that
is, somehow, also the world abouthim.
Rousseaumakes a similarremark:
As soonas I commitits [memory's]
contentsto paperit forsakesme, andwhenI have
oncewrittena thingdown,I completelyforgetit. Thispeculiarity
followsme even
intomusic.BeforeI learntit, I knewa numberof songsby heart.As soonas I was
ableto singfromnotesI wasunableto retaina singleonein mymemory,andI doubt
whetherI shouldnowbe ableto repeat,frombeginningto end, a singleoneof those
whichweremygreatestfavorites.[n.d.:361]
For Rousseauthis is primarilyan insight into mnemonics. His mind is a highly
abstractone, but he retainsto a far greaterextent than Levi-Strausshis sense of
history. His confessions, though biased, describe his life's unfolding; those of
Levi-Straussarepresentedas disjointedglimpses, describedto justify the musings
thatdominatethe book. Rousseauhas a strongsense of at least an individualpersonality, however eventuallymaimedand mad. Levi-Strauss,trueto his asserted
vocation, at least claims to lack a coherent, historical, individuality.
In the end theirdifferencesarise from theirdifferentself-conceptions;Rousseau conceives his need for mystical solitudeas createdby his particularlyhateful
society, while Levi-Straussconceives his need as createdby the essential human
self. Theirepistemologiesclaim kinshipbecausefor each, social constructioncreates the individualand her experience. For each, thought is constitutedin categories of which the most fundamentalis the self, demarcatedfrom the world. But
while Rousseau sees value in the imposition of consensual structureon epistemology and in politics, Levi-Straussdenies such value, preferringretreat,fueled
by the belief thatthe categoriesthemselves, this encrustationof knowledge, create
humanmisery. Reason and its product,knowledge, are inherentlyevil for LeviStrauss;they destroyhumanity.But for Rousseaureasonis not value-laden.With
it humansbuild statesof freedom and oppression;the highest moralgood and the
blackestevil are foundonly in society. While Levi-StrausselaboratesRousseau's
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epistemology, his notions of freedom and happiness are in fact far more crude,
the creation of a spiritual mysticism. Rousseau describes an Emile who matures
outside a particular society to attain the most generally social values; Levi-Strauss
perhaps would never enter, by choice, into the social realm.
His philosophy misunderstood, his tact nonexistent, Rousseau was ousted
from his own society. His passionate nature found release in mystical union with
nature, his philosophy in effect belied by his personal experience.n0 These two
halves of his life are one for Levi-Strauss. The latter's judgment on knowledgethat it alienates man from himself-demands
the mystical reunion of a divided
world, and while he seeks intellectual support from Rousseau for his epistemology it is for Rousseau's spiritual sense of union that he is most profoundly in his
debt. "Rousseau, our master and brother, to whom we have behaved with such
ingratitude but to whom every page of this book could have been dedicated, had
the homage been worthy of his great memory" (1974:445).
Both Rousseau and Levi-Strauss combine the dreamer's mysticism with abstract analytical reasoning. Both are riddled with paradox and contradiction. But
whereas Rousseau most deeply felt the split between his theory and his experience, Levi-Strauss, who does not make that split, feels that contradiction within
himself. He seeks the nature of his own being through the medium of society; he
believes that anthropologists are maladjusted in their own societies and unaccepted in the ones to which they flee. The doyen of social anthropology, he finds
his peace, alone, in the heart of the mountains. As a scientist, he is intuitive, as
a social critic, he seeks solitude; as an individual, he yearns to lose himself within
a larger whole. In the span of Rousseau's thought and his musings on his own
experience Levi-Strauss can identify his contradictions and find them recombined.
Notes
Acknowledgments.This essay was firstwrittenat Harvardat the suggestion and underthe
supervisionof Daniel Bell; many thanks are owed to his encouragement,and to the approachhe taughtto political theory. I would also like to thankShelley Burttand Michael
Meeker,whose discussionsandcommentshelpedto clarifythe issues for me, andthe anonymous reviewer of the journal. In an earlier form the essay was awardedthe Emanuel
Miller awardat CambridgeUniversity.
'Rousseaudescribestwo sortsof inequality,one consequentto naturalendowmentand the
differencesin age, height, andso forth, andthe otherengenderedby the social order.Rousseau is interestedonly in the latter. See 1964:101.
2Rousseau'sconception of language is not, however, entirely clear; he devotes considerable spaceto languagein the SecondDiscourse butalso follows it with an accountof human
developmentin which language is more or less unimportant.He invites others to explore
"the following difficult problem:Which was most necessary, previously formed society
for the institutionof languages;or previously invented languagesfor the establishmentof
society?" (1964:126). Anotheressay (see Rousseau 1966) providesa longerandsomewhat
distinctiveaccountof linguistic function and origins.
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3Heis influencedby the tremendousinterestin language at this time, and particularlyby
Saussureand, later, Jakobson.
4Rousseauspecificallydenies thathis presocialhumanis a child (1964:129), but thenrefers
to a childlikepresocial status(1964:137).
5Iam treatingRousseau's work as formingmore or less a coherentwhole. In the past two
hundredyearsinterpretationsof his workhave been numerousandoften wildly conflicting,
and Rousseau's work has itself sometimes been seen as deeply at odds with itself. In approachingthe work as a rough unity I am following the lead of Cassirer, who paved the
way for contemporaryRousseauscholarship.
6In Emile Rousseau remarksthat although he hates books-"they only teach us to talk

aboutthings we know nothing about"-the one book which for a long time would form
Emile's only librarywould be RobinsonCrusoe (1974:147).
7Levi-Straussdoes claim thatcontractand consent are the "basic material"of social life,
and not its "secondarycreations," but it is a passing referenceand the discussion is in no
way comparableto his epistemologicalanalysis.
8TheoriginalFrenchedition, Le cru et le cuit, was publishedin 1964.
9Itis relevanthere thatLevi-Straussescaped the horrorsof World War II througha flight
into nature;and relevant, too, that he was a memberof the pariahgroup which that war
threatenedto expunge. By fleeing to Brazil Levi-Straussshakes off both the ancient civilizationthatdefines him and the equally ancientone which seeks to root him out.
'?Inhis ConfessionsRousseauwrote: "two things, almost incompatible,are unitedin me
in a mannerwhich I am unable to understand.. . . One might say that my heartand my
minddo not belong to the same person" (n.d. :116).
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